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test imonialstest imonials

They visited and prepared a very detailed quote with 

full details/breakdown. A start date was agreed on, 

they turned up on the agreed day and finished the install 
ahead of schedule. The install team were a pleasure to 

work with and had a good eye for detail / getting things 

right / keeping the site tidy. I would not hesitate to 

recommend Compass.

Tim Wilkinson

Compass provided an excellent sales service with James Poore giving 

a full explanation of the pool construction and installation process.  

Compass delivered each stage on time and installed the pool quickly 

and efficiently under the direction of Alex. All team members were 
knowledgeable and professional. Would highly recommend Compass 

Pools to anyone thinking of getting a pool.

Sophie Bardrick

There are two aspects to the company, the people and the product.  

I can't fault either of them. The people are friendly, expert and very helpful. 

It's a premium product but worth it. The build quality is first rate and 

the operating system options can give you a package as sophisticated 

as you wish.

David Clifford

Compass Pools were great throughout the whole process of choosing 

a pool, ordering it, installing it and tweaking any slight changes since it 

was finished. It has now been in for a year and I swim every day before 
breakfast regardless of the weather, snow on the ground etc.

We have recently had a pool house finished so I can go straight from the 
pool into the shower without having to dry first!

Peter Williams

The process of obtaining a quotation from Nick 

Robertson and the initial survey completion by Alex 

Kemsley was seamless and at no time do you feel  

you were being pushed to buy!! 

The installation team were exceptional and very 

knowledgeable. Elliot & John were a pleasure to have  

here whilst they battled with the November inclement 

Weather. I would highly recommend Compass Pools 

and we are overjoyed with our pool. 

Stuart Minchin

Compass were a dream 

to deal with.

Would highly recommend 

Compass Pools.

A premium product 

but worth it.

I would thoroughly recommend 

Compass Pools.

The installation team  

were exceptional.

“

“

“ “

“

”

”

” ”

”
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our story

2016 Compass Europe opened a brand new factory. We brought innovations into our pool portfolio.2017

1981 / Australia 
Compass pools formed.

The new Compass Europe 
Factory opening ceremony.
In 1 year we furnished and 
opened new production facility. 
We became the most modern 
and ECO friendly pool producer 
in EU.

1
9
8
1

17.7. 2005 / Slovakia 
Compass Europe factory  
was established.

2
0
0
5 Compass rollo cover was 

designed and added to the 
accessories portfolio.

2
0
0
8

Development of cyber 
colours and new pool 
shape with Roman 
steps and flat bottom.

2
0
0
7

Excellence in design for the first time 
in pools category. After introducing 
the Yacht pool to the market, it 
immediately won the Red Dot 
and iF Design Awards.2

0
1
4

2
0
1
6Compass carbon 

revolution, by adding 
this material to our 
pools we gave them 
stability and durability.2

0
1
3

2
0
1
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our story
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technology & innovat ionstechnology & innovat ions

When Compass Pools introduced ceramic 

technology to the swimming pool industry in 

the mid 90’s, it quickly became an accepted 

technology around the world. For decades 

now, we’ve been recognised as world leaders 

and innovators in this market.  

Our patented technology dramatically 

improves the pool’s structural integrity and is 

the reason why Compass Pools can offer all 

customers the confidence in a solution that 

will suit their specific needs.

The secret to the success and durability 

of a Compass Pool is in its patented 

ceramic composite design. The extensively 

exerted areas of the pool are structurally 

strengthened by the additional use of 

carbon in the patented Ceramic System. 

Carbon has the highest compressive 

strength of all reinforcement materials. 

The same material with high strength, 

also found in automobiles, ships and 

aeroplanes, has been used in Compass 

ceramic pools since 2013.

 

A super-tough pool you  

know you can rely on

Compass colour 

anti-bacterial UV protection coat   

ceramic insulating layer

glass fibre layer

glass fibre combination

additional reinforcement

vinylester primer

fibre-glass reinforced  

vinylester layer

exterior top coat

optional polyurethane insulation   

Ceramic technology = ceramic layer  

along the whole pool shell

The extensively exerted areas are strengthened.

Anti-slip surface on all steps 

and on the bottom 

Timeless design of the highest quality.  

Our pools are hand-made and well treated.
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4.

technology & innovat ions

Why choose a compass  
carbon ceramic pool?

Unlimited design capabilities

Durability when built to standard

Almost unlimited choice of finishes

6–12 week installation

Rough porous surface increases chemical use

Cracks in freeze/thaw climates

Excessive chemical usage

High initial build cost

Requires major refurb every 10–15 years

High lifetime cost of ownership

High initial build cost

Concrete Pool

Low initial build cost

Easily punctured/torn by pets & sharp objects

Liners require replacing every (5–10 years)

Walls discolour & deteriorate over time

Susceptible to chemical imbalance damage

Poor energy efficiency

High lifetime cost of ownership

Vinyl Liner Pool

Did you know?
The average family concrete pool 
has 15 miles of grout lines.

10 Steps
Compass Ceramic Pools is the world’s leading manufacturer of one-piece 

composite pools and is committed to building the highest quality, best value 

pool on the market with the most advanced manufacturing techniques, the 

finest materials, and the most stringent quality controls.
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Manufacture
1. The mould is scrupulously prepared so that the pool is 

easily separated from it, giving the pool a superior quality 
of finish.

2. The Antibacterial, UV Stable gel coat is added first, 
followed by a vinylester base colour for the highest 
impact resistance and osmosis blistering protection.

3. An additional layer of glass-fibre matting, reinforced by 
chopped and hand laid glass-fibre are rolled for durability 
and strength.

4. The heart of a Compass Ceramic Pool is our unique 
ceramic layer, adding great strength to the pool walls and 
providing enhanced water-proofing and insulation.

5. A carbon-fibre layer is strategically integrated to 
structurally reinforce specific areas of the pool to give 
enhanced durability and flexibility. On top of this comes a 
polyester layer.

6. Our closed beam sections are then added to give rigidity 
around the pool under the coping and eliminate the need 
for steel.

7. The exterior finish coat is added and the completed pool 
is then lifted off the mould.

8. A finished pool is then loaded onto an articulated  
low-loader ready for delivery to its new home.

Installation
9. After the excavation is carefully dug to the correct shape 

and depth, the bottom is prepared to attain the correct 
floor level. The pool is then ready to be lowered into place.

10. The final steps in the process are filling with water 
and backfilling around the pool. After this process 
is completed, the plumbing, filtration and electrical 
equipment are installed.

1.

3.

5.

2.

6.

8.

9.

7.

10.

Compass Ceramic Pool

Reduced usage of chemicals due to  
anti-bacterial surface

Rapid Installation in 3–6 weeks

Flexible ceramic core

Exclusive carbon fibre layer

Lasting investment

Wide range of pool sizes, shapes & styles

Easy maintenance

Low lifetime cost of ownership

Limited custom sizes & shapes

XL-Trainer 110 in Nova Anthracite

XL-Java 114 in Nova Pearl
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freshwater  pools

There's nothing quite 

like a freshwater pool

Self contained  

filtration unit

There is nothing like swimming in a FreshWater™ 

swimming pool. No stinging eyes and horrible smell 

on your skin with nothing but safe clean water. 

Compass Pools along with Philips Electronics have 

revolutionized the modern swimming pool to give 

you a swimming experience that feels like you are 

swimming in fresh tap water.*

Every Compass pool is available as 

standard with the All-in-One self contained 

filtration unit, integrated either with the 
FreshWater™ system or with a standard 

sand filter and pump. This is a sound 
resistant, lockable enclosure that is pre-

plumbed, wired and fully tested off site.

*Requires pools to be 
regularly maintained 
to the manufactures

instructions, you 
should not drink 
your pool water.

Pre-plumbed,  

wired and  

fully tested 

off site

Sound resistant

and lockable enclosure

Outdoor Plant Room

It has been designed to be as compact as 

physically possible, approximately the size 

of a wardrobe and easily concealed within 

your garden or outbuilding. This reduces 

construction time to a minimum and 

eliminates niggling problems and delays 

that can occur from assembling filtration 
systems on site. 

Indoor Plant Room
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coping stones

As well as looking attractive, the paved area 

around the pool must also ensure safety.

For those customers looking to complete 

their wellness project, Compass Pools have 

partnered with the luxury German manufacturer 

Villeroy & Boch. 

Giving you a full range of hot tubs and spas 

to give you the ultimate relaxation and 

entertainment experience.

Coping stones available 

in striking finishes

Compass Pool coping stones are selected for their high 

quality and durability, with some featuring a textured 

surface providing excellent anti-slip properties.

The front edge and corners of each coping are polished 

and rounded off so there are no sharp edges. Available 

in striking finishes with matching surround.

Granite

Sandstone

ALL COMPASS POOLS 
COPINGS AND MATCHING 
SURROUND STONES ARE 
SLIP TESTED TO BRITISH 
STANDARDS BS 7976 A 
LEGAL REQUIREMENT TO 
ENSURING THEY ARE SAFE 
BOTH WET AND DRY. 

Safety first

hot tubs

Complete your wellness 

with Villeroy & Boch

XL-Trainer 110 with Granite
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Renewables - biomass, pellet, and log burners 

Many consumers are looking to reduce their carbon 

footprint and their heating bills in the face of ever increasing 

fossil fuel costs, and solid-fuel renewable heating systems 

are gaining in popularity in that respect. The real value 

to consumers is to those looking to run a carbon-neutral 

system, as long as the fuel comes from a sustainable and 

replenished source, of course.

Solar - Evacuated tube 

Evacuated tube solar systems are relatively efficient 
collectors of heat, converting the sun’s energy. Whilst they 

will collect much greater quantities of heat on sunny days, 

the point to note is that as long as sunlight reaches them, 

they still work to a degree, and are not reliant on ambient 

temperature either. However, as the sun is unreliable in 

the UK, it should only be considered as a secondary 

(i.e. back-up) system.

Hybrid 

Using a combination of renewable and conventional heating 

systems the ultimate flexibility can be achieved to maintain 
all year round heat, cutting heating costs to a minimum.

pool  heat ing

There are a number of options 
to heat your pool in the UK

In the UK some form of heating system is almost always 

required to reliably raise and control pool temperature. 

Pool heating

Air/water heat pump 

Heat pumps are gaining in popularity for heating pools, 

especially as the costs of fossil fuels continue to rise. A heat 

pump works by absorbing heat from the surrounding air and 

transferring it to the pool water. The ambient air doesn’t itself 

have to be warm though, clearly, the warmer the air, the more 

heat is available to extract, and the more efficiently the heat 
pump will operate.

High performance fuel oil heater 

The same working principle as with an oil heater, but using natural 

gas, LPG or butane as the fuel. NB: Propane (LPG) and butane 

solutions offer the same advantages as natural gas, but the 

running costs are often considerably higher.

Electric Heating 

Directly heats pool water via an array of stainless steel or 

titanium electric heating elements. With escalating electricity 

prices it is seen as the least viable of the direct heating 

systems and tends only to be installed in situations where 

there really is no other alternative.

Heating Running Costs (£)

Over 6 Month Swimming Season

Heating Source Cost Comparison. 

Advantages / Disadvantages 

Solar
Heat Pump

Gas
Oil

Electric

A heating system should operate up to and until the water 

reaches that desired temperature. Specifying a heating 

system is created in close consultation with the client, 

and takes into account a number of factors:

pool  heat ing

Cheap Expensive

SOURCE SPEED RUNNING COST TEMP. ACCURACY WEATHER INSTALL COST

Heat Pump Medium Low High Ambient Above 8° Medium

Solar Slow None Low Ambient & Sunlight High

Gas/Oil Fast High High None Med

Electric Fast V. High High None Low

Gas/Oil

Electric

Air/Heat

Heat Exchange

Solar
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turbine & counter  current

Serious about exercise  

or training?

Extend your  

swimming season

For those who are looking to make use of the pool for 

some serious exercise or training then either a turbine 

or counter current make the ideal addition to your 

Compass Pool.

Imagine these systems as a treadmill for your pool. 

You can adjust the speed and resistance of both 

systems for an infinite swim at your pace.

Most outdoor pools in the UK are open 

from March - October. Outside this time 

pools are either hibernated or the heating 

cranked up to allow swimming in colder 

weather. If you are in a windy spot, or just 

fancy a swim when it's raining a sliding 

cover is the ideal solution. Slid back when 

its warm and sunny and covered over 

when the weather is not quite so clement 

will give you the best of both world.

Twin Turbine

Counter Current

XL-Trainer 110 in Nova Navy
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indoor pools

In fact they make ideal indoor pools in new buildings. 

Their simple installation process ensures a speedy 

build without adding additional complications to 

the process. Normally the pool would be installed 

at the foundation stage and the building built 

around them. 

With our optionally integrated aromatherapy 

system, you can gently add Molten Brown aroma 

into your pool room whilst you are swimming.

Compass Pools are not just 

limited to outdoor installations

indoor pools

Turn your indoor pool into 

a tranquil spa experience

Part of an indoor pool installation is ensuring the 

air within the room isn’t stale and humid. Compass 

with the leading air handling manufacturer in the 

UK have developed the EcoFresh touch-screen air 

handling unit. 

A system that captures outgoing heat and exchanges 

stale air for fresh dry air. Reducing the humidity and 

making a pleasant environment to swim in. This 

intelligent system is ultra quiet using variable speed 

fans monitoring the humidity in the air. 

When linked to our automatic covers the temperature 

in the room varies to save energy when you are not 

using the pool.

Air handling

XL-Trainer 110 in Smokey Quartz

XL-Trainer 110 FB in Nova Anthracite
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insulat ion

compass pools insulation 

that has the edge

When it comes to insulation, a Compass 

Pool has the edge. As standard every pool is 

insulated with Ceramic Micro-spheres. Ceramic 

is used in the space program to keep the heat 

out, on a pool, to keep the heat in. 

Optionally the shell can be backed with additional 

polyurethane insulation to further enhance the 

U value (amount of heat that can escape) right 

down to 0.18W/m2.K exceeding the required 

minimums substantially for indoor pools.

How is it installed? 

Insulation is not integrated into the pool’s 

structure and so water tightness of the pool 

will not be affected. Should there be any ground 

movement, the structure and tiles will remain 

totally intact, unlike conventional pool insulation.

What does this actually mean for me? 

In short, lower running costs and a lower carbon 

footprint. Energy lost through the pool shell can be 

reduced by up to 80% (depending on soil type and 

pool location). The good news is this technology is 

not just restricted to indoor pools, and our outdoor 

pool clients can also benefit from its properties 
too, when specified as an option.

Application method 

Factory sprayed high density polyurethane 

insulation straight onto the shell gives superior 

insulation properties with no thermal bridging 

or thermal mass to heat.

Optionally, pipework can be insulated  

upon request

As standard every pool 
is insulated with Ceramic  
Micro-spheres.

Polyurethane 
Insulation

0.18W/m2.K
U Value

XL-Trainer 110 FB in Smokey Quartz
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EASY 
INSTALLATION

CARBON 
CERAMIC 

TECHNOLOGY

STRUCTURAL 
20 YEAR 

WARRANTY

VANTAGE 
SELF-CLEANING 

POOL

SALT WATER 
FRIENDLY
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NOVA® COLOURS

New types of colour chips and modernized primary colour 

mixtures are used! Aesthetically, its translucent holographic 

effect gives a distinguishing brilliance.

BI-LUMINITE® & CYBER COLOURS

These colours change the look of composite pools thanks to 

small glittering particles just below the top-coat that reacts with 

sunlight and the application of two paint layers instead of one.

Features:

• 2 layers that are applied separately

• colour effect mimicking the most beautiful sea lagoon you may have visited

• coloured layers are applied manually, similar to high quality cars, 

 that’s why every pool is an original

compass colours

Your beautiful pool 

has never looked better

Life is not black and white. Compass invented colours 

to recapture your great holiday memories.  

Design your own sea in your garden.
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compass colours

colour your swim

CHOOSE A COLOUR 
TO REMIND YOU 
OF YOUR FAVORITE 
HOLIDAY DESTINATION 

XL-Trainer 110 in Blue Sapphire
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NOVA ® COLOURS BI-LUMINITE® & CYBER COLOURS

Bi-Luminite®

Smokey Quartz

MAURITIUS

Nova®

Blue

MADAGASCAR

Nova®

Stone

REUNION ISLAND

Nova®

Pearl

ZANZIBAR

Nova®

Navy

MALDIVES

Nova®

Anthracite

SEYCHELLES

Nova®

Gray

CROATIA

Bi-Luminite®

Golden Pebble

TAHITI

Cyber
White

THAILAND

Bi-Luminite®

Blue Sapphire

HAWAII

Bi-Luminite®

Blue Granite

BORA BORA

Papyrus
White

GREECE
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compass select ion

We build houses and start families. We sail yachts.  

We are active and do all kind of sports.

We’ve achieved one goal and the next one is already waiting for us.  

Can we just stop for a while?

No, we can’t. Neither do we want to. We always want to achieve 

the best. For us something is good enough only when we’ve made 

it even better. Why? Because we are showing passion. We enjoy 

creating the moments full of excitement from everyday life.

The new Compass Selection concept. Symbol of your lifestyle.

compass

selection

A MOMENT WHERE LIFE  
AND LOVE NEVER ENDS

compass select ion
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enjoy creating the moments

yacht pool
Massage hot tub 
for two people
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large pools compass select ion

You can make it happen

Stainless steel handrails

Genuine yacht flexi-teak floor Space for the Rollo Cover  
or massage nozzles

Integrated SPA for 2 persons (with 33 massage nozzles)

Position lights ( L and R )

YACHT POOL FB*

Length 11,54 m

Width 4,04 m  

Depth 1,50 m

Volume 42 m3

Weight 1200 kg

Rollo Cover

XL-FAST LANE 122 FB*

Steps with  
anti-slip surface

Space for Rollo cover  
or massage nozzles

Integrated rail for the safe  
guidance of Rollo coverRelaxzone 

and Massage 
nozzles optional

Length 12,15 m 

Width 2,89 m 

Depth  1,50 m

Volume  43 m3

Weight 1500 kg

Rollo Cover

XXL-TRAINER 133 FB*

Relaxzone  
and Massage 
nozzles optional

Integrated rail for the safe  
guidance of Rollo cover

Space for Rollo cover  
or massage nozzles

Steps with  
anti-slip surface

Length 13,28 m 

Width 4,49 m 

Depth   1,50 m

Volume  75 m3 

Weight 2400 kg

Rollo Cover

FB* - Flat Bottom

XL-Fast Lane 122 in Blue Sapphire

XL-Fast Lane 122 in Smokey Quartz

XXL-Trainer 133 in Smokey Quartz
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The only pool that has won the most 
prestigious design awards worldwide.

Yachtpool: A Combination of a Pool & Hot Tub 
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XL-Trainer 110 FB  in Smokey Quartz
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plunge pools

Less then 7.5m

These pools are designed for houses with limited space. You can choose 

from a variety of models, which are effective in their concept and can adapt 

to every small garden. This range of pools can make it happen.

plunge pools plunge pools
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you can make it happen

XL-Trainer 72 in Nova Pearl
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FUN 74 FB*

Steps with anti-slip surface

Security step and handrail 
along the pool for your safety

Relaxzone  
and Massage  
nozzles optional

BABY-POOL FB*

Integrated rail for  
the safe guidance  
of Rollo cover

Space for Rollo cover  
or massage nozzles

Steps with  
anti-slip surface

Relaxzone and Massage  
nozzles optional

XL-TRAINER 72 FB*

Relaxzone  
and Massage  
nozzles optional

Steps with anti-slip surface

Integrated rail for the safe  
guidance of Rollo cover

Space for Rollo cover 
or massage nozzles

CLASSIC FB*

Security step and handrail along 
the pool for your safety

Steps with anti-slip surface

Relaxzone and Massage  
nozzles optional

Type Length Width  Depth  Volume  Weight Rollo Cover

CLASSIC FB* 6,1 m 3,16 m 1,50 m   21 m3  700 kg 

BABY-POOL FB* 6,52 m 2,40 m 0,88 m 12 m3  600 kg 

XL-TRAINER 72 FB* 7,19 m 3,30 m 1,50 m   30 m3  920 kg 

FUN 74 FB*  7,48 m 3,68 m 1,50 m   35 m3 1050 kg X

Aqua in Nova Stone

plunge pools

BRILLIANT 66 / 74 FB*

Steps with anti-slip surface

Relaxzone and Massage  
nozzles optional

X-TRAINER 45 / 58 SB**

Relaxzone

Steps with 
anti-slip surface

Relaxzone and Massage  
nozzles optional

AQUA NOVA 53 FB*

Steps with anti-slip surface

Relaxzone and Massage  
nozzles optional Integrated rail for the safe  

guidance of Rollo cover

Optional space for 
the Rollo Cover

FB* - Flat Bottom SB** - Sloping Bottom

FB* - Flat Bottom

Type  Length Width  Depth  Volume   Weight Rollo Cover

X-TRAINER 45 SB** 4,45 m  2,94 m  1,21 - 1,49 m  15 m3  600 kg X

AQUA NOVA 53 FB* 5,30 m 3,20 m 1,50 m  20 m3  700 kg

X-TRAINER 58 SB** 5,77 m  3,47 m  1,10 - 1,52 m  22 m3   700 kg X

BRILLIANT 66 FB* 6,62 m  3,62 m  1,40 m 27 m3  850 kg X

BRILLIANT 74 FB* 7,63 m 3,64 m 1,40 m 32 m3   920 kg X

Optional space for 
the Rollo Cover

NEW
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XL-Trainer 110 in Bi-Luminite® Blue Sapphire
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compact pools

compact pools

7.5 – 8.8 m 

Our best-selling pools are ready to shine like a diamond in every 

garden. Just add some water features and the real fun with your 

family can start.

compact pools

create special moments for your family

XL-Brilliant 88 in Smokey Quartz
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XL-Trainer 110 in Nova Navy
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XL-BRILLIANT 88 FB* 

Integrated rail for the safe  
guidance of Rollo cover

Steps with  
anti-slip surface

Optional space for 
the Rollo Cover

Relaxzone and Massage 
nozzles optional

X-TRAINER 82 SB**

Steps with  
anti-slip surface

Relaxzone and Massage 
nozzles optional Deep end

Relaxzone

medium pools

compact pools

Steps with  
anti-slip surface

Integrated rail for the safe  
guidance of Rollo cover

Steps with  
anti-slip surface

Relaxzone  
and Massage  
nozzles optional

Optional space for 
the Rollo Cover

Integrated rail for 
the safe guidance 
of Rollo cover

FB* - Flat Bottom SB** - Sloping Bottom
FB* - Flat Bottom SB** - Sloping Bottom

FUN 83 FB*

FUN 80 FB*

AQUA NOVA 77 FB*

FUN 83 Nova Gray

Type Length Width  Depth  Volume  Weight Rollo Cover

AQUA NOVA 77 FB* 7,75 m 3,55 m 1,50 m 40 m³ 1200 kg 

FUN 80 FB* 8,00 m 3,70 m 1,50 m 40 m³ 1100 kg

FUN 83 FB* 8,30 m 3,80 m 1,50 m 42 m3  1200 kg

Type Length Width  Depth  Volume  Weight Rollo Cover

X-TRAINER 82 SB**  8,25 m  3,68 m  1,09 - 1,76 m 36 m3  960 kg  X

XL-BRILLIANT 88 FB*  8,70 m  3,75 m 1,50 m 45 m3  1100 kg

Relaxzone and 
Massage nozzles 
optional

Optional space for 
the Rollo Cover

Steps with  
anti-slip surface

Relaxzone and 
Massage nozzles 
optional

Integrated rail for the safe  
guidance of Rollo cover

Optional space for 
the Rollo Cover

Fun 80 in Nova Pearl
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family pools

8.8 – 11 m

It doesn’t matter if you are a professional swimmer or not, 

these pools offer a real swimming pleasure thanks to their 

length and also dual swimming lanes on certain pools.

fami ly  pools

enjoy a real swimming pleasure

FUN 100 IN NOVA STONE

fami ly  pools

XL-Java 114 in Nova Blue

XL-Trainer 110 in Smokey Quartz
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fami ly  pools

XL-JAVA 114 SB**FUN 100 FB*

Steps with  
anti-slip surface

Relaxzone and 
Massage nozzles 
optional

Optional space for Rollo Cover

Integrated rail for the safe  
guidance of Rollo cover

Integrated rail for the safe  
guidance of Rollo cover

Steps with  
anti-slip surface

Deeper side

Space for Rollo cover  
or massage nozzles

XL-Trainer 110 FB in Nova Anthracite

FB* - Flat Bottom SB** - Sloping Bottom

FB* - Flat Bottom SB** - Sloping Bottom

Type  Length Width  Depth  Volume  Weight  Rollo Cover

FUN 100 FB*  10,00 m 4,00 m 1,50 m  52 m3  1300 kg

XL-JAVA 114 SB**  11,40 m 3,96 m 1,10 - 1,68 m 52 m3  1350 kg

Type Length Width  Depth   Volume  Weight Rollo Cover

XL-LOUNGER 95 FB* 9,52 m 4,06 m  1,50 m 50 m3  1200 kg

XL-TRAINER 110 SB** 11,02 m 4,02 m  1,07 - 1,78 m 52 m3  1350 kg

XL-TRAINER 110 FB*   11,02 m 4,02 m 1,50 m 50 m3  1350 kg

XL-LOUNGER 95 FB* 

Integrated rail for the safe  
guidance of Rollo cover

Steps with  
anti-slip surface

Optional space  
for Rollo Cover

Relaxzone and Massage 
nozzles optional

Steps with  
anti-slip surface

XL-TRAINER 110 SB** / 110 FB*

Integrated rail for the safe  
guidance of Rollo cover

Deep end

Optional space 
for Rollo Cover

Relaxzone and Massage noz-
zles optional

XL-Trainer 110 FB in Smokey Quartz
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Your own sea, 
your own private beach...

XL-Trainer 110 in Blue Granite
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self-cleaning pool

VANTAGE
Just imagine a pool which cleans itself, saves money and uses less chemicals.

VANTAGE system is number one in the world among circulation and cleaning 

systems and it is much more efficient than any pool vacuum cleaner. It provides 

efficient and high-performance cleaning from the surface to the bottom of the pool.

Its patented telescopic nozzles "Pop-up" and are able to cover an  

area four times larger than a small device and therefore it copes  

even with larger pieces of debris. The system is completely 

automated and silent. It works even when you are enjoying your pool.

No time to look after your pool? We bring simple and effective solution.

Benefits of Vantage system:

• you get the best self-cleaning pool

• water circulation eliminates growth of algae and bacteria

• reduces the usage of chemicals

No need for regular hand vacuuming or any other cleaning equipment.

Water circulation “Pop- up” nozzles work

vantage system vantage system

Find out more at: 
www.compass-pools.co.uk 

NO TIME TO LOOK AFTER YOUR POOL? 
OUR SELF-CLEANING POOL IS THE 
BEST SOLUTION FOR YOU.
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Polycarbonate solar

Anti Algae

Polycarbonate solar

Polycarbonate 

transparent

PVC white

PVC sand

PVC grey

PVC blue

Polycarbonate ALU look

Polycarbonate ALU look 

Anti Algae

PVC transparent

PVC solar

Here are your benefits:

• guarantees maximum energy efficiency and full safety

• increase optimal warming of swimming pool 

water by 4 to 8 °C with the solar slatted cover 

• evaporation and heat loss are minimised

The Compass Pools Rollo Cover is a high quality product designed to perfectly fit 
our pools and made of only high-end raw material and sub-assemblies. 

Our automatic swimming pool covers are thermally efficient and restrict energy 
losses to a minimum. In addition, your swimming pool stays cleaner and chlorine 

degradation by UV is reduced which decreases maintenance costs. The Cover can 

bear the weight of a small pet, child or even an adult. 

For maximum compass safety, an integrated 

perimeter guiding ledge prevents submersion  

of the slats when weighed down.

safety rollo cover

safety rol lo  cover
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safety rol lo  cover

Find out more at: 
www.compass-pools.co.uk 

Beachline Rollo Cover

Extends the usable pool area, with a submerged  

stone ledge for lounging or playing.

Comfort Line Rollo Cover

with Granite or Sandstone Deck Slabs.

1

6

4

2

5

3

Beachline

1 - Compass Coping

2 - Overflow Skimmer 
3 - Rollo Slats

4 - Chamber Cover 

5 - Rollo Cover Construction

6 - Panel

*Not Recommended to walk on*

Beachline Rollo Cover

Comfort Line Rollo Cover
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XL Trainer 110 FB in Smokey Quartz
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model  overviewmodel  overview

5,77 x 3,47 x 1,10 - 1,52  

XL-Trainer 110 SB** XL-Trainer 110 FB*

11,02 x 4,02 x 1,07 - 1,78

X-Trainer 45 SB** X-Trainer 58 SB** X-Trainer 82 SB**

4,45 x 2,94 x 

1,21 - 1,49
8,25 x 3,68 x 1,09 - 1,76

XXL-Trainer 133 FB*

13,28 x 4,49 x 1,5

XL-Fast Lane 122 FB*

12,15 x 2,89 x 1,50

Yacht Pool FB*

11,54 x 4,04 x 1,50

Aqua Nova 77 FB*

11,02 x 4,02 x 1,50

8,30 x 3,80 x 1,50

Fun 80 FB* Fun 83 FB* Fun 100 FB*

8,00 x 3,70 x 1,50 10,00 x 4,00 x 1,50

Brilliant 74 FB*Brilliant 66 FB*

6,62 x 3,62 x 1,40

XL-Brilliant 88 FB*

8,70 x 3,75 x 1,507,63 x 3,64 x 1,40

Baby Pool FB*

6,52 x 2,40 x 0,88 

XL-Java 114 SB**

11,40 x 3,96 x 1,10 - 1,68

Fun 74 FB*

7,48 x 3,68 x 1,50

XL-Trainer 72 FB*

 7,19 x 3,30 x 1,50

Aqua Nova 53 FB*

5,30 x 3,20 x 1,50 

XL-Lounger 95 FB*

9,52 x 4,06 x 1,50

Classic FB*

7,75 x 3,55 x 1,50

6,16 x 3,16 x 1,50NEW

FB* - Flat Bottom SB** - Sloping Bottom FB* - Flat Bottom SB** - Sloping Bottom

NEW
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 www.compass-pools.co.uk

Tel. 0333 4567 111


